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Abstract: In teaching a programming language, one frequently uses some machine
model illustrating the execution of a program. In case of a usual object oriented pro-
gramming language this machine model might consist of objects stored in a heap, a
procedure call stack, local variables, a program counter, etc. Due to our opinion, this
level of abstraction is too low to really leverage the learning of an object oriented pro-
gramming language. On the other hand, the usual object oriented modelling metaphor
of objects that exchange messages is not detailed enough for learning programming.
In the Fujaba project, we use story diagrams, a new graphical programming language
that combines UML activity diagrams and UML object diagrams with the semantics
of graph transformations. To facilitate the teaching of this new language we developed
a new execution model on an appropriate level of abstraction. This execution might
also be helpful for learning usual object oriented programming languages.
1 Introduction
For the illustration of the execution of usual imperative programming languages one fre-
quently employs an abstract machine model consisting of a heap, a procedure call stack
with frames for parameters and local variables and a program counter, etc. To illustrate
a walk through, e.g. at the black board, one may also use some trace table that shows
variables and their current values. In object oriented programming, the heap content is
usually depicted as UML object diagram. Attribute values are shown within the boxes
and links represent pointers. These common abstract machine models are inspired by real
machines and by compiler construction techniques. They model the execution on the level
of abstraction induced by current programming languages.
On the model level of abstraction one frequently uses object diagrams to depict the cur-
rent system state. Execution uses the metaphor of message sending between objects. The
receiving object executes the corresponding request and sends back some result. Unfor-
tunately, this execution model lacks appropriate means for the illustration of recursive
method calls, for the representation of trace tables for local variables or for program coun-
ters. In teaching Fujaba graph transformations [Fu02], we additionally have the problem
to illustrate the graph pattern matching process.
To facilitate the teaching of object oriented modelling, of model execution and of story
diagrams, we therefore developed a more detailed execution model for object oriented
models and for story diagrams. This model elaborates the objects send messages metaphor
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and adds features illustrating recursion, program counters and multi threading.
Our work has been inspired by [STSN02]. However, our approach does not employ class
diagram elements, actively. This paper is based on our work on story driven modeling
[DGZ04b, DGZ05] where our modelling process is elaborated. [DGZ05b, DGZ05d] re-
port on our general teaching approach for object oriented modelling and programming and
for story diagrams. [DGZ05b, DGZ05d] also contain first elements of our execution mech-
anism, especially they introduce our use of post-its. Some simple post-it animations may
also be found in [Fu04]. This paper elaborates these ideas and adds an explicit execution
mechanism to our teaching approach.
2 Running Example
As a running example for this paper we use a simple model of the board game Malefiz, cf.
Figure 1. The left of Figure 2 shows a UML object diagram modelling some fraction of
a game situation where player ira has thrown a 3. In the depicted situation, player ira
has just decided to move her stone stone1 from field f1 to field f11. We assume, that
player ira has clicked some items at the graphical user interface that now result in the
invocation of method move with parameter f11 on object stone1. This is depicted by
the corresponding collaboration message in Figure 2.
The move method has to check whether the stone is able to reach the desired field with
the given die value and then it actually moves the stone. This behavior is specified within
the two story diagrams on the right of Figure 2. In the following, we will use our new
story diagram execution model to explain how method move and the helper method
isReachable work.
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3 The Story Diagram Execution Model - Stem
Our STory diagram Execution Model Stem1 relies on the usual object model. Thus, the
(whole) system state is represented by a set of objects, cf. the left of Figure 2. Objects
may have attributes with current values. Objects may refer to each other using links.2
In principle, Stem sticks to the metaphor of objects collaborating via message exchange.
However, due to our experiences, for many students this execution metaphor is not detailed
enough. If one tries to model some situation just with objects that exchange messages,
he3 frequently is misguided by his overview of the whole object structure. Due to this
overview, for the students it is quite obvious that the move invocation in Figure 2 is valid
and that all that has to be done is to create an at link between stone1 and field f11 (and
to delete the at link between stone1 and f1). They do not recognize, that the validity
checkisaquitecomplexoperation. Thus, duetotheiroverview, thestudentsfrequentlyfail
to identify the complexity of certain execution steps. In turn, the students frequently come
up with models that are inappropriate for the implementation of the desired functionality.
In order to force our students to change their perspective from the overview of the whole
model to the restricted view of a program execution mechanism, this paper extends the
usual ”objects exchange messages” metaphor. We assume, that each object is inhabited
by some oblivious little guy. This little guy is very lazy i.e. on default he does nothing.
He becomes active only when he receives an explicit command, e.g. the move(f11)
command. For each possible command, the object guy has a tray with instruction sheets
(i.e. story diagrams). If he receives a command, he takes one instruction sheet from the
1Stem is just easier to pronounce than Sdem
2Note, this model may easily incorporate aspects of graphical user interfaces or terminals. The user interface
and its components are just modelled as additional objects belonging to the overall set of objects.
3This holds similarly for both genders. This paper lazily uses only the male gender. The reader might equally
replace he and his with she and her, respectively.
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corresponding tray and starts to execute it. In our case the stone1 guy would start to
execute method move, cf. Figure. 2.
The object guy is totally oblivious and does not recall his surrounding from previous com-
mand executions. All he knows is that from his point of view the object he is living in
is named this. In addition, he might get knowledge via parameters passed with the
command invocation, e.g. the tgt object passed in the move(f11) message. All the
remaining objects are hidden to him in some fog of oblivion. In the lecture, this fog of
oblivion might be added to the slide or to the white board using some appropriate shading,
cf. Figure 3. In our example, the stone1 guy now has to execute the graph transforma-
tion shown in the activity box in the upper right of Figure2. A Fujaba graph transformation
is executed by matching its object structure to the runtime object structure. Thus, the ob-
ject guy has to identify a cf, a this, a tgt, a die, and an owner object. As already
mentioned, the object guy names the object he is living in this. To illustrate this view, we
use correspondingly labeled post-its, cf. Figure 3. In addition, in the command invocation,
object f11 has been passed as actual parameter for the formal parameter tgt. Thus, for
the object guy object f11 has name tgt. In the graph transformation, the object attached
to the this object via an at link has name cf. Thus object f1 gets the name cf. Ac-
cordingly, ira becomes the owner object and the die object is named die, again, cf.
Figure 3.
Note, ourexecutionmetaphordoesnotemployvariables. Usingaliasesinsteadofvariables
turned out to be simpler for our students. Since our execution metaphor does not employ
an abstract machine with a procedure call stack where variables may be seen as names
for certain memory cells, we just do not need that term. Accordingly, parameter passing
is introduced as an aliasing mechanism. Similarly, we introduce local variables as some
kind of names that refer to certain values that may change during the execution. The
computer science expert might correctly think that this exactly characterizes a variable.
However, our students get acquainted to our name metaphor significantly faster than they
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As already mentioned, our execution metaphor does not use an explicit procedure call
stack. However, for (reentrant) method invocations we need to provide new name spaces.
In addition, once a method invocation has been completed, we have to continue the execu-
tion after the point of its invocation. We achieve this, by extending the message exchange
metaphor, again. If an object guy has to invoke some method, he prepares a correspond-
ing command letter with two addresses, one for the receiver of the message and one for
the sender and then he transmits this letter. At this point in time, our execution metaphor
has to deal with concurrency. In case of a single thread, execution has to continue at the
receiver of the current messages. On method return, execution continues at the invocation
point. At the first glance this contradicts to our execution metaphor where each object is
inhabited by its own object guy and where all these object guys could work in parallel. In
addition, we want to use our execution metaphor also for the discussion of multi threaded
executions. Thus, our execution metaphor needed representees for threads. Therefore, we
introduced so-called postmen. Each command letter is handed to a postman. This postman
travels to the receiving object, enters it and hands the message to the inhabitant. Then, the
postman waits for the reply. If the inhabitant wants to send a subsequent message, this is
again done by the same postman. If a command execution completes, the corresponding
object guy may write a result on the corresponding letter and then the postman brings this
letter back to its sender. The sender guy is still waiting for the reply with his finger still
pointing to the method invocation on his current instruction sheet. Thus, in our metaphor,
the chain of letters forms the procedure call stack. Each object guy uses his own set of
names (or post-its), this introduces name spaces. The pointing fingers of the participat-
ing object guys represent the program counters. Note, if the postman reenters an already
active object, we have to extend our metaphor, again. In this case, we assume that each
object is inhabited by a family of object guys and the new command will be executed by
another lazy inhabitant (with another name space and pointing finger) while the already
active object guy continues to wait for the expected reply with his finger pointing to the
current instruction.
In our example, the object guy executing method move has now to check the textual
constraint cf.isReachable(). This is a (recursive) method invocation, thus he prepares a
corresponding letter and sends the postman to object cf. Note, the postman takes care
of parameter passing. This means, if the stone1 guy uses his local names cf and tgt,
the postman knows which objects are meant and when he reaches the receiver object, he
tells the receiving guy, which object belongs to which formal parameter. In our example,
the guy living in object cf (or originally f1) names his object this2. Note, in order
not to mix-up the name spaces of the stone1 guy and the cf/f1 guy, one may either
use different colors for the post-its as in Figure 4 or one may use indices for each nesting
level. Accordingly, the f11/yellow tgt object becomes the green tgt object. For the
green parameter steps, we use a post-it assigning this name to the value 3. In addition,
we use a green result=false post-it to illustrate the initialization of the corresponding
flag.
Now the f1/yellow cf/green this guy executes the graph transformation in the body
of method isReachable. Thus, he looks for nf objects reached via n links. In our
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example there are three possible candidates f2, f5, and f8. As first try, the green this
guy may assign green nf to object f2. In this case, the simple constraints are satisfied
and since f2/green nf has no blocker4 the depicted collaboration message 1: is issued.
This implies a call to method isReachable on object f2/green nf. Thus, the postman
is send forward. The inhabitant of object f2/green nf names his object red this and so
on. Recursion stops when the postman reaches f4. At f4 our object structure has no more
candidate for nf and blue steps equals 0. The return expression evaluates to false.
This reply is written on the current command letter and the postman walks back the call
chain until he reaches f1/cf/green this. There the green this guy is still waiting for
the reply with his finger on the instruction sheet. Note that the activity in the body of
method isReachable is a so called for-each activity. Such activities iterate through
all possible name assignments. Thus, when the postman comes back to green this with
a negative reply, green this just assigns name nf to the next candidate. As soon as
objects f8, f9, and f11 are visited, the return expression evaluates to true. Thus, the
postman carries this positive result back to object stone1/this, where the first object
guy of our execution still sits with his finger on the textual constraint. Since the reply to
the method call is true, the constraint holds and the actions are executed, i.e. the at
links are modified as desired. Then the postman walks back to the user.
4 Summary
As one might notice, checking the validity of the user command is a quite complex op-
eration. From their overview perspective, students tend to ignore this kind of complexity
and thus they tend to produce insufficient models. Our object guy metaphor forces our
4A crossed out object represents the constraint that it must not be possible to find a match for this object.
33students to change their perspective and to deal with this kind of problems. The fog of
oblivion, helps them to identify objects necessary for the execution of some step. This is a
starting point for the implementation of that step. Once they come up with story diagrams,
the post-its enable them to validate their behavior specification. Since we have introduced
these didactic aids, we observe that our students deal much better with their assignments.
In addition, the postmen metaphor enables us to discuss concurrency problems and the use
of synchronization mechansims: In case of multiple threads, multiple postmen are on duty.
Each postman (and each object guy) works on his own pace. Occasionally, two postmen
may visit the same object at the same time. Then each postman is served by another lazy
object inhabitant. This may cause the typical concurrency problems, e.g. if two inhabitants
want to modify the same object differently or if one object guy removes an object that has
just been used as match by another object guy. In order to avoid these problems certain
synchronization mechanisms are necessary. This may be introduced by (heavy iron) locks
attached to (sections of) instruction sheets. One (heavy iron) key for such a lock is attached
to (the outside) of each object. In order to execute locked instructions, the postman has
to acquire the corresponding key which is returned afterwards. This ensures that a critical
section is executed by at most one object guy at a time. Thus, our execution mechanism
may also provide the usual metaphors for synchronization aspects.
It also becomes easy to discuss active versus passive objects and method invocation versus
signal sending. In usual systems all objects are passive and the only postman comes from
the user or from the graphical user interface. An active object (or a thread) employs its
own postman. However, if the object guy within the active object sends his postman with
a message, he freezes until the postman comes back with the result. In case of a usual
method invocation, the postman stays at the receiver and waits for reply or for a subsequent
letter. In case of signal sending, the postman just throws the letter in the mailbox and then
he directly returns to the sender (without a reply). Accordingly, the signal remains ignored
untilthereceivingobjectguylooksintohismailbox. However, thismayonlyhappen, ifthe
current instruction sheet asks the object guy to do so and if a postman is present that forces
the object guy to be active. Altogether, the postmen are the driving forces in our execution
metaphor. Only if a postman enters, an object guy becomes active, either starting a new
execution or continuing a former execution. Thus, the locations of the postmen represent
the only points of activity within the whole system. This postmen metaphor has already
successfully been applied in teaching multi-threading aspects of graphical user interfaces
inansoftwareengineeringcourseatUniversityKassel. Thepostmenmetaphorwasusedto
explain why the graphical user interface of some programs freeze if an invoked operation
needs very long time (or loops for ever). Similarly, we explored a scenario where each
invoked operation runs in its own thread / employs its own postman. In that case one
has to deal with the concurrency of multiple operations invoked in a short period of time.
We also discussed a scenario with only two postmen, one employed by the GUI and one
employed by the application. The GUI postman delivers the user commands to the postbox
of a root object of the application and the application postman takes care of them one after
the other. In this scenario, the GUI remains responsive even if the application postman is
busy. However, the application needs not to deal with concurrency problems.
While we have first experiences, applying our metaphor to concurrent programs still needs
34more evaluation. In addition, the object guy metaphor has been introduced only recently.
Before that, the postmen did not only carry messages around but when they entered an
object they also executed the instruction sheets. Using only postmen results in a somewhat
simpler execution mechanism. In addition it emphasizes the representation of execution
threads. The object guy metaphor is somewhat more complicated, especially for re-entrant
programs where the postman comes back to an object containing already an active inhab-
itant. At this point we suddenly had to introduce a family of object guys living in each
object in order to represent multiple procedure call frames and name spaces attached to
the same object. However, the object guy metaphor emphasizes the discussed change
of perspective from the overview of the whole object structure to the restricted view of
a method execution. It is easy to imagine that a sleeping object guy knows little about
his surrounding and that he forgets everything between two method executions. This is
somewhat harder to imagine for a postman that has to navigate through the whole object
structure while he delivers messages but that has to forget everything about the outside as
soon as he enters an objects and starts to execute some instruction sheet. However, we
still need more teaching experiences in order to judge finally, whether the emphasis on
the change of perspective justifies the additional complexity introduced by the oblivious
object guys.
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